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ABSTRACT

A new approach based on real-time scheduling has been re-

cently proposed for the management of electric loads com-
posing a power system with the goal to reduce the peak load

of power consumption. The novel idea is to model the power

system in terms of timing parameters traditionally adopted in
the field of real-time computing systems. In this way, the ac-

tivation/deactivation of devices can be managed using classi-

cal scheduling algorithms developed for executing processing
tasks in real-time systems. To prove the effectiveness of the

proposed methodology, this paper shows its application to an
industrial plant. Electric loads are modeled using timing pa-

rameters and a real-time scheduler is used to coordinate their

activation. The coordinated management achieves the peak
load reduction while meeting given constraints on the indus-

trial process under control. The paper presents the modeling

approach of the industrial process. The behavior of the con-
trol method is assessed by a simulated example.

Index Terms— Modeling, Smart Grid, Real time sys-

tems, Power system control, Scheduling, Load Shedding.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Smart Grid is conceived as an automation infrastructure
for the coordinated management of power systems [1]. The

key characteristic of the Smart Grid is the integration of a dig-

ital communication infrastructure to support new features of
power generation, distribution and usage. One important is-

sue, with a potential large positive economic impact on power

generation, distribution and usage, is the predictable control
of power loads to achieve load balancing and peak load re-

duction and smoothing.

The goal of this paper is to prove the suitability of an in-

novative method based on real-time scheduling to manage a
set of electric loads to limit the peak load of power usage. The

modeling and control approach adopted in this paper is based

on the definition of Real-Time Physical System (RTPS) pro-
posed in [2]. The background idea is to model electric loads

as a set of periodically activated tasks. A load is characterized

by an activation period and activation time. The value of tim-
ing parameters are selected to cope with the physical process

associated with the load itself. In a simple example, a refriger-
ator may need to be activated for 5 minutes every 35 minutes

to keep the temperature within a predefined range. After the
modeling, classical scheduling algorithms traditionally used

in the field of real-time computing systems can be used to

coordinate the activation of loads. The scheduler generates a
predictable pattern of load activation, and achieves the chance

to dynamically adapt the schedule to variable working condi-

tions. Clearly, the selection of proper values of timing pa-
rameters needs to keep into account system dynamics and the

influence of external variables, as well as the characteristics

of the adopted scheduling algorithm.

RTPSs represent a special case of hybrid dynamic sys-
tem. A RTPS is characterized by a discrete and a contin-

uous behavior. The discrete behavior is related to the real-

time schedule, while the continuous one refers to the physical
values whose variation is affected by the schedule. In other

words, the schedule defines when a load shall be turned on

or off. A physical variable behaves accordingly to the on/off
state of the load. Recalling the example of the refrigerator,

the physical variable associated with the load is the internal

temperature. The temperature will increase when the device
is turned off, while it will decrease otherwise. RTPSs can eas-

ily integrate different types of loads, physical processes and
constraints, once they have been modeled in terms of timing

parameters. For this reason, RTPS represent a general frame-

work for modeling power systems suitable for the regulation
of peak power demand. The goal of this paper is to show

the potential of RTPS to model and control a physical indus-

trial process with the goal of limiting the peak load of electric
power usage.

The system considered in this paper is made by a set of

electric devices composing an industrial plant, where the peak

load of electric power consumption must be limited for eco-
nomic purposes. The physical industrial process is inspired

to the one described in [3]. In that paper, the authors study

the problem of controlling an industrial process using an op-
timization method to schedule the activation of electrical de-

vices composing the plant. The schedule is generated offline

to reduce the peak load of power usage in order to obtain eco-
nomic benefits due to electricity pricing policies offered by

the energy provider. The solution proposed in [3] is to solve

a constrained optimization problem using integer linear pro-
gramming. The paper provides a detailed description of the

physical process to control. Several typical parameters of a
production plant are considered, such as production capac-



ity and sequential constraints. The detailed description made

in [3] is leveraged in this paper to build the necessary system
model to elaborate the real-time control approach.

2. REAL-TIME MODELING OF A POWER SYSTEM

The innovative approach adopted in this paper is to model

electric loads of a power system as a set of controllable real-

time tasks described by timing parameters. The modeling ef-
fort allows to apply existing real-time scheduling algorithms

to manage the concurrent activation of different loads. In

practice, an analogy is drawn between real-time computing
systems and power systems. Such analogy allows to use ex-

isting modeling, scheduling and analysis methodologies stud-
ied in real-time systems for the management of electric loads.

Electric loads are modeled as real-time processing tasks exe-

cuted on one or more computing processors. A load consumes
a known amount of electric power while active, and no power

when inactive. The goal of a real-time scheduling algorithm

is to assign a limited number of processors to a set of tasks
under timing constraints. In the context of power systems, the

use of a real-time scheduling algorithm will limit the number

of simultaneously activated loads, thus limiting the peak load.

This paper adopts the periodic task model [4] to repre-

sent electric loads as periodically activated tasks. A period T
and an activation time C are associated with each load. This
means that a load can be turned on for at most C every T
time units. In this way, a load remains active for a fraction

U = C/T of the time. The value of periods and activa-
tion times are selected to cope with constraints imposed by

the underlying physical process. Based on this model, a real-

time scheduling algorithm can generate a predictable pattern
of device activations/deactivations, reducing the peak load of

consumed power by limiting the simultaneous activation of

electric devices.

3. RELATED WORKS

The application of real-time scheduling techniques to opti-

mize the peak load have been introduced in [5]. The pa-

per proposes an optimization method to solve a bin-packing
problem related with the simultaneous activation of several

loads, without considering physical variables associated to

each load. In [2], loads associated with physical variables
having exponential behaviors in the time domain are consid-

ered. Loads are independent each other. Some interesting

theoretical features have been proved in [6]. In such paper, a
closed-loop control strategy is based on real-time scheduling,

while timing parameters are described by statistical distribu-

tion to consider errors and modeling inaccuracies. A statisti-
cal assessment of real-time scheduling techniques applied to

power systems is provided in [7] by comparing with absence

of explicit load control. In [8] real-time techniques are used to
model and schedule the opening of valves in air compressed

systems to reduce the total energy required for air compres-
sion. A similar approach is discussed in [9], where the “green
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Fig. 1. Example of an industrial plant made by 4 loads

(circles) and 3 buffers. Arrows indicate the flow of pro-
duced/consumed goods.

scheduling” problem is defined as the peak load reduction
problem faced by load scheduling. Such work proposes an

alternative solution to the problem with respect to [2] and [5].

On the other hand, several approaches are presented in the

literature on power systems to limit the peak load. Techniques

based on fuzzy logic [10], self-organizing agents [11], and
game theory [12] have been proposed, as well as other meth-

ods based on artificial intelligence as expert systems [13].

However, no mention to formal properties of proposed ap-
proaches is made in those papers. Moreover, they do not ad-

dress the explicit modeling of physical constraints.

In this paper, the discussion is inspired by [3], which dis-

cusses the peak load optimization in an industrial process un-
der different kinds of constraints. There are other works de-

scribing peak load reduction approaches in large distributed

installations of power-consuming devices by means of remote
direct load control policies [14, 15]. However, those works

do not take into account the underlying physical process, but

only the consumed power of loads.

4. SYSTEM MODEL

The system is composed by a set Λ = {λ1, . . . , λn} of n
machines. Each machine performs a specific operation in the

production plant. In the scope of this paper, a machine is
an electric load that can be turned on and off by the process

controller. A load is said to be active when it is turned on,

inactive otherwise.

The operation of a machine is modeled such that the ma-

chine uses some goods taken from one or more input buffers,
and it produces goods that are stored in an output buffer. Each

active machine λj produces (respectively, consumes) goods at

rate pj,i, storing such goods in (respectively, bringing goods
from) the i-th buffer. The value pj,i > 0 indicates an out-

put flow of goods, while pj,i < 0 indicates an input flow. The

machine does not produce and consume any goods when inac-
tive. The i-th buffer is characterized by its current level xi(t)
and a maximum storage capacity xmax

i . Figure 1 shows an

example of modeled system, where machines are represented
by circles and buffers by rectangles. The graphical represen-

tation also shows the input/output relationships among loads
and buffers.



The system dynamics can be described in the continuous

time domain by the following LTI (Linear-Time Invariant)
system:

ẋ(t) = Bs(t)

x(0) = x0
(1)

where:

• t ∈ R
+ is the continuous time;

• x(t) = [x1(t) . . . xn(t)]
′ ∈ R

n is the column vector of
the n state variables, which are the buffer levels;

• x0 ∈ R
n is the initial state of the system;

• s(t) ∈ B
m is a vector, whose elements sj(t) are the ac-

tivity state of machine λj : sj(t) = 0 if the λj machine
is OFF at time t, sj(t) = 1 if it is ON.

• s : R+ → B
m is the switching signal or schedule;

• B ∈ R
n×m is a matrix, whose element bi,j represents

the production/consumption rate of the λj machine on

the i-th buffer. The algebraic sign of the bi,j element
discriminates between production and consumption: a

production corresponds to a positive value, while a neg-
ative value indicates a consumption. If bi,j = 0 then

the i-th buffer is not affected by the actions of the λj

machine. For example, the matrix B for the system
represented in Figure 1 takes the following values:

B =





p1 0 −p13 0
0 p2 −p23 0
0 0 p3 −p4





Alternatively, in discrete time the system takes the follow-

ing form:

x(t + 1) = x(t) +Bs(t) (2)

The load λj consumes a given amount of electric power
Pj when active, no power otherwise. Formally:

pj(t) =

{

Pj if sj(t) = 1

0 otherwise
(3)

4.1. Constraints and requirements

In [3], a set of constraints are introduced to enforce the correct

behavior of the industrial process.

The Production Constraints is required to guarantee a
given minimum output of the final product during the sys-

tem lifetime. The Production Constraint can be expressed as
follows:

ˆ H

0

qisi(t) dt ≥ Qi ∀λi ∈ Λout (4)

where Λout ⊂ Λ is the subset of all machines whose produc-

tion is not formally used to fill a buffer but it represents the
final product of the industrial process.

The Storage Constraint encapsulates the requirement, for

each buffer level, to not exceed the maximum capacity of the
buffer itself.

x(t) ∈ X ∀t ≥ 0 (5)

where X = [xmin, xmax] ⊂ R
n is a convex set, which repre-

sents the constraint.

Process flow constraint: for satisfactory operation of pro-
cess machines, a certain minimum amount of material needs

to be maintaned in the buffers. This reserve allows the ma-
chine served by a buffer to always have an input material

available.

xmin
i > 0 ∀i (6)

5. MODELING USING REAL-TIME PARAMETERS

To exploit a real-time scheduling algorithm to manage the

concurrent activation of loads, the physical process requires
to be modeled in terms of timing parameters. In this pa-

per the periodic task model is adopted to describe the phys-

ical process [4]. In the periodic task model, a task (corre-
sponding to a load in this paper) is described by the tuple

λj = (Cj , Dj , Tj). The Cj parameter is said Worst-Case

Computation Time (WCET), while Tj is the activation period

and Dj is the relative deadline. The meaning of such param-

eters is that a new activation of λj is triggered at every time
t = kTj , for k = 0, 1, . . .. Moreover, load λj is allowed

to stay active for at most Cj time units within the interval

[kTj, kTj +Dj ], for every k. Therefore, a load generates an
infinite sequence of instances (or jobs) where the (k + 1)-th
instance is ready for the activation Tj time units after the k-th

instance. An important figure in periodic systems is the task
utilization Uj , defined as

Uj = Cj/Tj (7)

which is the maximum percentage of time that a task is active.

The total system utilization is defined as

U =

n
∑

j=1

Uj (8)

The total utilization U is very important since it is used to
derive relevant system properties, as it will be described later.

It is worth to note that in traditional real-time systems the

value of Cj is the maximum amount of time that a task can

run in each period, meaning that it may happen that a task
will run for less time than Cj . A characteristic of a periodic

real-time system is that it suffices to evaluate the properties of

a schedule until the time H = LCM(T1, . . . , Tn), i.e., until
the Least Common Multiple of all periods. The H quantity

is often referred as hyper-period in the traditional real-time
scheduling theory.



5.1. Load scheduling

Given above definitions, the class of valid schedules can be

defined as follows:

SU,T = {s : R+ → B s.t.

kT+D
ˆ

kT

s(t) dt = UT ∀k ∈ N ≥ 0}

(9)

A real-time scheduling algorithm will generate a valid sched-
ule for each load, allowing to satisfy the following require-

ment:

si ∈ SUi,Ti
∀i (10)

An example of schedule generated for 3 tasks is depicted

in Figure 2. The total utilization is 0.89. The adopted schedul-

ing algorithm is Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [4]. In each
time slot, the load which is assigned the highest priority is

scheduled for the activation. At any time t, the scheduling
policy of EDF assigns the highest priority to the load hav-

ing the closest absolute deadline dj to the time t, where dj
is set at the beginning of the k-th period as dj = kTj + Dj .
EDF is known to be optimal in the class of dynamic priority

scheduling algorithms for uniprocessors [16]. This means that

EDF can meet the timing constraints of every task/load when
proper conditions are satisfied. For example, when Dj = Tj

for all loads, EDF guarantees that only one load will be active

at any given time instant if and only if the condition U ≤ 1
holds. The condition or procedure that allows to determine

whether a scheduling algorithm is able to meet timing con-

straints of all tasks is said schedulability test. When Dj 6= Tj

for some j, the schedulability test of EDF becomes slightly

more complicated, but still being fully affordable thanks to
the low computational complexity [17]. On the other hand,

when the number of loads increases, it may be impossible to

guarantee that only one load will be active at any given time.
In this case, however, scheduling policies developed in the

multiprocessor real-time scheduling domain can be used, as

done in [5].

When the schedulability test is not satisfied, in traditional
real-time computing systems this means that the set of tasks

can not be executed on the considered processing platform

without violating the timing constraints of one or more tasks.
For instance, the number of processors may be insufficient to

suitably execute the given task set. In the considered domain

of power systems, there is no equivalent concept of “proces-
sors”. Therefore, in principle, there are no constraints on the

maximum number of loads that can be activated at the same

time. In practice, the purpose of the scheduling policy is to
limit as much as possible the number of active loads at any

given time, in order to reduce the peak load of power con-

sumption. Clearly, the peak load reduction must cope with
the physical process requirements. In other words, a load can

not be switched off if it is essential for the proper system be-
havior.

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
t

λ1

λ2

λ3

Fig. 2. Example of schedule generated for 3 loads using
the EDF scheduling algorithm. Load parameters are λ1 =
(9, 7, 3), λ2 = (8, 4, 1), λ3 = (7, 6, 3). Utilizations are

0.33, 0.12 and 0.42 respectively. Up arrows indicate acti-
vation times at each period, while down arrows indicate the

deadline of respective job.

6. THEORETICAL RESULTS

In this section a number of interesting theoretical results will
be derives regarding the considered system model and the

adopted control approach based on real-time scheduling.

6.1. Periodicity of the schedule

We define U = (U1, . . . , Un)
′ as the column vector composed

by the utilizations of the n machines.

Theorem 1. If the vector U is in the null-space of the matrix

B:

BU = 0 (11)

then the system (1) is stable and at the hyper-period H it

holds:

x(H) = x(0) = x0 (12)

Proof. The solution of the ordinary differential equation de-

scribing the system’s dynamics , obtained by integrating (1),

is:

x(t) = B

ˆ t

0

s(τ)dτ + x0 (13)

Since H is by definition a multiple of every Ti, from (9)

can be derived:
ˆ H

0

s(t)dt = UH (14)

Combining (13) and (14), it follows: x(H) = BUH+x0.
When the condition in the theorem’s hypothesis (11) holds,

x(H) = x0 follows.

Theorem 1 states that, for some specific values of the uti-

lization of all loads, the level of each buffer xi(t) at time
t = H will be equal to the initial level xi(0) of that buffer.

This results has an important impact on the analysis of the

system. Assuming that all utilization are set as given by The-
orem 1, the analysis of the system for an arbitrary lifetime ex-

tension can be restricted to the analysis of the system behav-
ior in one hyper-period. In other words, despite the industrial
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Fig. 3. Example of the effect of period selection for a load

having a given utilization. The considered load λ has the same

utilizationU = 0.5 in all cases. However, the different chosen
values for the period in the two cases (A) and (B) determine a

noticeable difference in the worst case variation of the buffer

level with respect to x(0). Case (C) has the same period of
case (B), but due to activity interruptions (preemptions), the

maximum variation is less than in the worst-case.

process may work for an arbitrary time interval tmax ≫ H ,

all relevant system properties can be derived by studying the
system in the time interval [0, H ].

6.2. Impact of period values on the variation of x(t)

Consider a load λ supplying good to a buffer (subscripts are
suppressed for clarity). The machine has its own filling ratio

p, and has an assigned utilization U . The value of U can be

assigned with the result provided by Theorem 1. It is worth
to note that, for any value U , there is an infinite set of pair

(C, T ) that can be assigned to obtain U = C/T . Therefore,

the smaller the period T , the lower the maximum variation of
x(t) with respect to x(0) in the worst-case. The behavior is

shown in Figure 3. Note that we are considering the worst-
case of the maximum variation of x(t). In fact, in case (C) of

Figure 3, the maximum variation is less than the worst case

despite λ(b) and λ(c) have the same utilization and period.
This is due to the fact that λ(c) is interrupted several times

(preempted) during each period, which limits the maximum

variation of x(t).
The reminder of section is dedicated to put into relation-

ship the selection of timing parameters (C and T ) the max-

imum variation of x(t) in the worst case. This is very im-
portant in order to determine whether a possible selection of

timing parameters may violate the constraint on the maximum
level of a buffer (Storage Constraint) or on the minimum level

of the buffer (Process Flow Constraint).

Consider two machines λin (in = input) and λout (out =
output). The two machines respectively supply and consume

the goods of the same buffer.

The smaller the periods Tin and Tout, the lower the max-

imum variation of x(t) in the worst case, i.e., when sin and
sout are generated by the scheduler such that they produce the

maximum variation of x(t) with respect to x(0).

max
si,so∈S

max
t≥0

x(t) = f (Ti, To, x0) (15)

In the following, a bound to the maximum variation of a

buffer level x(t) will be derived.

Let’s denote with M the least common multiple between

Tin and Tout, i.e., M = LCM(Tin, Tout). Suppose, without
lack of generality, that Tin < Tout. Moreover, the first activa-

tion of λout will happen at the same time as λin. We denote
with ∆in the increment imposed to x(t) determined by λin

within every period Tin in absence of any decrement. Simi-

larly,∆out denotes the decrement imposed to x(t) determined
by λout within every period Tout in absence of any increment.

We will denote with ∆max the maximum positive variation

with respect to x0, i.e., max0≤t≤M x(t) = x0 + ∆max. Sim-

ilarly, we will denote with ∆min the maximum negative vari-
ation with respect to x0, i.e., min0≤t≤M x(t) = x0 − ∆min.

The following results allow to reduce the complexity to cal-
culate ∆min and ∆max.

For every t = kTout, being k = 1, 2, . . . , M
Tout

, the fol-

lowing shall be evaluated:

∆max = max
t

⌈

t

Tin

⌉

− (k − 1)∆out (16)

For t = kTout, being k = 0, 1, . . . , ( M
Tout

− 1), the fol-

lowing is to be evaluated:

∆min = min
t

⌊

t

Tout

⌋

− (k + 1)∆out (17)

Finally, by imposing the constraints it holds:

{

xmax ≥ x0 +∆max

xmin ≤ x0 +∆min
(18)

Therefore, suitable values for Tin and Tout can be obtained
by solving (18).

7. SIMULATION EXAMPLE

In this section is provided an example of industrial load man-

agement as proof of concept for the scheduling methodology
presented in this paper. Figure 4 shows the schedule of the

four machines composing the industrial plant depicted in Fig-

ure 1. The activity of the machines, together with the levels
of buffers and the overall power consumption, is reported for

a time horizon of 12 hours, which is twice the hyper-period
H for this system.
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Fig. 4. Example of the scheduling of the four loads compos-

ing the industrial process of Figure 1.

The following values have been used in the simulation:
nominal power of the machines P = [1, 2, 3, 4] kW; produc-

tion rates p1,1 = 2.7, p2,2 = 2, p3,3 = 1.5 and p4,4 = 1.6
units (e.g. tons) of goods per hour; consumption rates p1,3 =
−2, p2,3 = −3, p4,3 = −1.6 units of goods per hour; buffers

initial level x0 = [5 5 5] units of goods; minimum and maxi-

mum levels for each buffer are 2 and 10 units of goods.

Considering Theorem 1, the desired system behavior is
obtained with machine utilizations equal respectively to 34%,

69%, 46% and 43%. According to the grouping policy in [5],

machines λ3 and λ4 forms a scheduling group and hence are
never active at the same time. The periods have been chosen

according to (18) and their values are respectevely 4, 3, 2 and

1 hours. In this particular case, an un-coordinated load man-
agement brings to a peak power consumption of 10 kW, while

the proposed method cuts this value down to 6 kW, introduc-

ing a significant improvement of 40%.

8. COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED APPROACH

In past section the modeling and control approach based on
real-time scheduling has been described to limit the peak load

of electric power usage in an industrial process. As stated,

the research has started by considering the work in [3]. This
section will discuss the main differences, considering pros

and cons, between the approach applied in this paper and the
method used in [3]. In particular, the main benefits of the

proposed method, namely flexibility and scalability, will be

justified.

In [3], the scheduling problem was solved offline using a

linear programming solver, after the problem has been mod-
eled in terms of a minimization problem constrained by linear

inequalities. Some parameters were calculated by the solver.
In particular, the outcome was made by a set of time inter-

vals having variable durations when loads were selected to be

switched on or off. The main advantage of this approach is
that, after an elegant and relatively simple system modeling,

a general linear programming solver can be used to derive the

optimal solution to the problem. However, the main disad-
vantage is that the complexity of the optimization problem

becomes prohibitive even for relatively small systems. As

stated by authors, their optimization problem was made by
99 constraints, 120 decision variables, and evaluated over a

24-h time horizon. The authors made no mention regarding
the computational effort required to solve the problem. As a

result, the proposed optimal method does not appear to suit

the case of a flexible scenario where the schedule needs to
dynamically change due to unpredictable events as faults or

errors. In addition, there is no chance to coordinate differ-

ent power systems in an integrated manner, since this would
require the extension of the modeling effort to include sub-

systems not yet modeled. Aforementioned observations bring

to the conclusion that the optimization-based approach ar-
guably presents scalability issues when the system size in-

creases or gets more complex.

In this paper, the time is divided in time slots having fixed

size. The scheduler decides at runtime which loads shall be
active in each slot. Under realistic assumptions, scheduling

algorithms and analysis techniques having linear or polyno-

mial complexity are available. The drawback of most com-
monly adopted simplifying assumptions is that they bring to

sub-optimal solutions. However, as shown in [5], the perfor-

mance loss is limited. Moreover, it is largely compensated by
advantages such as design flexibility, scalability, robustness

and integration possibilities. Note that nowadays there exists

several optimal approaches. However the typical complexity
of such approaches is non-polynomial.

The low complexity of available algorithms provides ad-

vantages in terms design flexibility, since it makes it easier

and quicker the system design. For example, it allows the
practical application of sensitivity analysis methodologies to

tune system parameters. Low complexity also enables the

management system to scale from few components to hun-
dreds or thousands of controllable loads. This good scalabil-

ity properties are fundamental in the application domain of

the Smart Grid, where large scale control systems are likely
to be deployed and coordinated.

The run-time adaptation of the schedule is a key support-

ing feature to manage dynamic changes to system require-

ments and working conditions. Variations can be due to faulty
or error situations, that may happen at unpredictable time in-

stants. Properly management of such variations can only be

achieved at run-time. Therefore, the scheduling algorithm
must be able to adapt the schedule with limeted overhead,

which is the case of considered real-time scheduling algo-

rithms.

Finally, one of the most remarkable advantage is related

with the possibility to integrate different sub-systems in the
same framework. This possibility allows to obtain further

benefits by the coordinated actions of loads belonging to dif-
ferent sub-systems. The integration would happen transpar-



ently once each load and its relations with other loads are

described in terms of timing parameters. In this case, the
scheduler would trasparently manage and coordinate all loads

to reduce unnecessary simultaneous activations. In this sense,

the proposed approach represents a general framework for the
management of power/energy systems made by a huge num-

ber of components. Beside the industrial process described in

this paper, other examples of etherogeneous systems that can
be modeled using the proposed approach are Heating Ven-

tilating and Air Conditioning systems (HVACs) [6] and air
compressed systems [8]. Such systems are rather common in

industries, buildings and apartments. Moreover, they are crit-

ical systems from the energy efficiency viewpoint. All those
systems can be integrated in one common coordination frame-

work with clear advantages on the overall efficiency.

9. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a modeling and control approach for an

industrial process based on real-time scheduling. The physi-
cal system is modeled as a set of periodic activities that can

be scheduled by adapting traditional real-time scheduling al-
gorithms. The method achieves to limit the peak load, while

guaranteeing the desired behavior of the physical process,

confirming the possibility to use real-time scheduling tech-
niques to organize the activation of electric loads in a power

system.
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